DAILY INCIDENT REPORT

November 29, 2022

Incidents

Shooting Investigation | Armed Robbery – On November 28 at 6:13PM, officers responded to the 17200 block of Wayside Dr. in Dumfries (22026) to investigate a shooting. The investigation revealed the victims, a 26-year-old man and a 32-year-old female acquaintance, were in the parking lot of a local business when they were approached by multiple masked individuals. During the encounter, the suspects demanded the victim’s property which led to a struggle. At one point, one of the suspects fired multiple rounds, which struck the male victim. The suspects then dispersed on foot and in a vehicle. Prior to police arriving on scene, the victim was driven to an area hospital where his injuries were determined to be non-life threatening. While checking the area of Wayside Dr., officers observed a man matching the description of one of the suspects exit the wooded area and get into the vehicle that matched the description provided to police. When officers attempted to stop the vehicle, the driver ignored the officer’s emergency equipment and continued driving south on Richmond Hwy. After a short distance, the vehicle turned onto Chesapeake Dr. where it struck two unoccupied parked vehicles before coming to a stop. The occupants of the vehicle continued to ignore the officer’s commands and fled on foot. A police K-9 and Fairfax County police helicopter searched the area for the suspects who were not located. Shell casings were located in the parking lot. No additional injuries or property damage were reported. The suspects were last seen wearing masks and dark-colored clothing.

Vicious Dog – On November 28 at 10:06PM, officers responded to a residence located in the 13900 block of Telegraph Rd. in Woodbridge (22192) for an initial welfare check. Upon making contact with the occupant of the home, two pit bull dogs pushed past the man and charged at the officer. The officer was able to move into the front yard before one of the dogs bit the officer in the hip area while the other dog latched on to the officer’s external vest. The officer discharged his department-issued firearm, striking both dogs. The dogs fled back into the residence where they remained housed until taken into custody by Animal Control. Both dogs were taken to an area animal hospital where one, a 2-year-old male Pit Bull mix, was later euthanized as a result of the injuries. The other dog, a 7-month-old female Pit Bull mix, is expected to recover. The officer was treated by rescue personnel on scene. No additional injuries or property damage were reported.

-more-
Incidents, continued

Armed Robbery – On November 28 at 11:07PM, officers responded to the Sheetz located at 2500 Caton Hill Rd. in Woodbridge (22192) to investigate a robbery. The investigation revealed an unknown man entered the store and walked behind the service counter before brandishing a machete-style knife towards the employee. The suspect then grabbed numerous boxes of tobacco products from the shelves and fled the store on foot. A police K-9 searched the area for the suspect who was not located.

**Suspect Description:**
A male, between 5'6"-5'9" with a thin build
Last seen wearing a dark grey hooded sweatshirt, a black mask, and camouflaged-style pants

Arrests

Malicious Wounding | Domestic Related – On November 23 at 12:47PM, officers responded to a residence located in the 2800 block of Emil Ct. in Woodbridge (22191) to investigate a domestic with weapons. The investigation revealed the victim, a 15-year-old female juvenile, and a family member, identified as the accused, were involved in a verbal altercation that escalated. During the encounter, the accused retrieved a knife and grazed the victim with the knife before a family intervened and took possession of the knife. The victim and the accused were eventually separated by another family member and the police were contacted. Both parties reported minor injuries that were sustained during the altercation. Following the investigation, the accused, identified as a 12-year-old female juvenile, was arrested.

**Arrested on November 23:** [Juvenile]
A 12-year-old female juvenile of Woodbridge
Charged with malicious wounding
Court Date: Pending | Status: Held at a Juvenile Shelter

Anyone with information regarding the incidents listed in this report is asked to contact the Prince William County Police Department tipline at 703.792.7000 or submit a webtip to: pwcva.gov/policetip.